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SUMMARY 

Experiments were performed with partial-depth precast concrete patching to 
determine the feasibility of the method° In the e,xperime•ts• prefabricated slabs of 
•ar_•ous sizes, stockpiled near the pavement repair site• were installed in machine cut 
holes in the pavement and cemented into place to make 68 patches° To determ•n• the 
feasibility of •si,ng the c,•tt•,ng mach•_es t• prepare deteriorated areas• for• cast-in-place 
patches• 22 s•ch patches were installed° Two Klarcrete macl•ines were used to pre- 
pare the holes for patchi•ugo In the precast patc•.•g operations 292° 5 square :feet 
(27° 17 m 

2) were i•stalled in, 88 working hours and in the cast-in-plaee operations 
I01o 5 square feet (9° 4;• m2)were installed i•.• 26° 4 ho•rSo 

Major conclusions from the experime•_ts were (i) prccast patching is feasible 
and the machines used to cut the ho]•es did a cred•ta•le job• (2) additional projecf, s •n 
the 300-500 square feet (27° 87 4•o 5 m 

2) range are needed to develop a sophisticated 
methodology for •creasing prod•cti•o• a•d (3) it is desir•ble to have a%•ailable a com- 
mercial, domestic epo• resi• that will c•re as rapidly a• the imported prod•,ct (30 m•utes). 
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INTR• DUCTION 

The experiments reported here were condt•cted in an effort to find new-• economical 
methods of repairing deteriorated portland cement concrete pavements° In conventional 
repair• where the spalled concrete is sawed and removed with jackhammers and a wet 
mix is poured in the hole• several •ndesirable th•ngs may occur° Some of these are: 

An excess of good concrete is often removed• especially in depth. 

Not enough concrete contiguo•.s to the spalled area is removed• 
and therefore the patch mater•a], is bonded to t•nso•nd concrete° 

Poor compaction occurs d•e to improper vibratign or no vibration° 

The patch material adheres poorl•v to the st•rrounding concrete° 

Long curing times are o•sually necessary° 

Poor compaction• attempts to bond good concrete to bad• and improper bonding of 
the new material to the old are probably the major reasons for patch failure° Of major 
importance to the f•nction of the highway isthe blocking of lanes for long periods of time 
to allow the patch material to ct•reo This removal of lanes from service lowers the capac- 
ity of the highway• interrt•pts the traffic flow,• increases motorists frustrations.• and in- 
creases the accident potential• especially under night conditions• beca•.se of the weaving 
action necessitated by the barricades. In addition• prolonged lane closures m•v reduce 
the general high regard that the traveling p•blic has for high•,•ay workers° (I) 

In view of, the many problems associated with cast-in-place patching, new methods 
of repair are being soughto 

PURPO SE 

This project was initiated to ,determine the feasibility of hsing precast concrete 
patches in the repair of portland cement; co•crete pavements. Some of the specific objec- 
tives were to 



Determine the average length of time required to (a) remove the 
deteriorated concrete, (b) insert:a precast patch, and (c) allow 
the cementing material to cure sufficiently to open the repaired 
sectionto traffic. 

Determine• if l•ossible, the cost of precast patching. 

Determine ifthe wire mesh reinforcing steel in the concrete 
pavement presents a problem to the machine cutting the holes. 

Determine if the machines used to cut the holes are adaptable 
to cutting different dimensions and the ease with which they 
may be adjusted for different configurations. 

Determine if precast patching operations can beset up in a 
production line in which crews cut holes with the machines 
and a following crew places and cements the patches. 

Determine the durability of p recast patches. 

T EST SITt• 

The site selected for theproject was the westbound lanes of Route 44, the Virginia 
Beach Norfolk Expressway, inVirginia I•each. Route 44 is a 4-lane divided highway 
built to interstate standardsand opened to traffic in June•1968. It was constructed of 
jointed reinforced concrete pavement 9 inches. (228.60 mm) thick and incorporated tab- 
ular metal joint inserts. The joint spacing is 61.5 feet (18. 745 m). On most roads in 
which the inserts ,have been used joint spalling has occurred and Route 44 is no excep- 
tion. Exactly why the spalling occurs is not well understood• but certain events have 
been observed. First the metal insert rusts out and this allows the sealer to fall or 
sink down into the joint. The.joint then is susceptible to entry of foreign materials, which 
in many cases are noncompressible. Such materials block any subsequent expansion of 
the slabs and spalling occurs. Another explanation traces the spalling to the small intru- 
sions made in the concrete by the metal inserts as revealed by cores taken at the joints. 
When rusting occurs a weakened plane evidently is formed and results in spalling. Figure 
1 is a view of the tabular metal joint showing its dimensions and cross section. 

Foremost among the reasons for selecting this site for study was the fact that the 
eastbound lanes had just been repaired in the conventional manner, with the joints being 
sawed and resealed, and the westbound lanes were scheduled for repair in the winter of 
1974-75. The site thus presented an excellent opportunity to observe the two types of 
patching side by side. 



(a) 

Figure lo Tabular metal joint insert (a) cross section of 2 i/4" insert• 
(b) as installed• (c) after crimping• and (d) after sealing° 
Basic conversion u.nit i" 250 4 mmo 

PRI•CAST CONCRETE PATCHING 

In modern industry manyitems are prepackaged• prefabricated• or precasto No- 

where is this more prevalent than in the.construction field° There are numerous examples 
of coliseums built with prefabricated concrete sections hauled to the site and attached to 

each other to form the finished structure° Many bridge compo•.•e•_ais are prefabricated° The 

list of prefabricated prodt•cts is quite large and growing• therefore• it is not surprising 
that precast or prefabricated road repair products are now being introduced° The experi- 
ment performed in this study had to do with partial-depth precast concrete patches for 

portland cement concrete° 

Precast patching consists of prefabricating a supply of various size concrete slabs, 
stockpiling them near .the pavement repair site• using a machine to cut holes to desired 
dimensions in the pavement, installing the slabs• and cementing them into place with an 

appropriate material such as a two-component epoxy grout system° 



Slabs 

Prefabricated slabsmay be,-cast in various w•vs; however• for this experiment 
two methods were used. The majority of the slabs were cast using a hydraulic press designed, for the purpose. The slabs were very dense and possessed high compressive strengths. All, were cast 2" (50.8 mm)in, thickness and in sizes ranging from 2' x 3' 
x,2" (.61mx.91mx-50o8mm) downto l'x2'x2" (.305mx o61mxS0.8mm)o Figure 
2 shows the ,stockpile-of hydraulically pressed slabs used on this project in the equip- 
ment yard adjacent to-the job site° 

Figure2. Stockpile of hydraulically pressed precast concrete slabs, 

Another, type of precast slab used •n the,experiment Wirand was cast at the 
Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Co•nCilo It contained metal fibers for 
strength and was cast in the conventional manner• The Wirand slabs were 2" (50.8 mm) 
in thickness and ranged in dimensions from 2' x2' x2" (o 61m x 61m x 50.8mm) down 
to 1' x 1' x2" (o 305mx 305m, x:50.8mm)o 

Three ofthepressed slabs were• treated to produce a polymer impregnated concrete (PIC) for.the purpose of determin•g whether the impregnating process increases resis- 
tance to salt action. The treatment was a 9to 1 mLx•ure of methyl methacrylate-(MMH) 
and trimethylolpropane•trimethacrylate (TMP TNA)and1% by weight, of va•o 52 solution° 



Embeco 411 A was used for the cast-in-place patches, 

Machines 

The holes for the experiment were cwt with two Klarcrete machines° These 
machines remove the pavement by striking i.t with percussive hammers.• each of which 

delivers approximately 1• 500 b•ows per min•teo The power source for the machines 

is compressed air. The general purpose concrete repair mach•n•=• as its •.ame •.mplies• 
was designed as a m•.ltiple parpose machine° It contains :!o• c•tti•g heads that operate 
independently. The headsare 2.1/4" (5?. •5 mm) i.•. diameter a•.d are spaced 2 •/¢" 
apart. They are mounted on a carriage.that allows vertical movement and that in t•rn 

is attached to a transverse carriage that allows lateral mo•-•ement. The lateral move- 

ment is necessary for.the •niform removal of the concrete over the width of operation., 
The width of c•t can be varied from 4 1/2" (•o4.3 mm) (diameter of cutting head pl•s 
space between c•tting heads) to 49 1/2" (•o 3 m) in 4 i/2" (I•Ao 3 mm) increments by 
adding or deleting cutting heads, Figure 3 shows the configuration of the c•.tting heads. 

Figure 3. Configuration of cutt•.ng heads of the gen6ral purpose concrete repair machine° 
(Two-headed arrow indicates that the heads mov• to right and left o• a tra•s- 

verse carriage to c•t area •,n between° ) 

The cutting heads• which require,no l•br•catig•, and are free to rotate,• break the 

concrete into small particles of a gradation not much larger than sand and cause no damage 
to the sarroanding concrete. The machine works on the principle that eonerete is stronger 
•nder compression fl•an it •s •nder ter•siono The concrete is eompressed by •ge hammers 
and when the pressure is released small amo•.nts of eonerete are expelled from the s•r- 

face. The machine removes the st•rface by the n•mber of impacts rather.•han the force 
of individual impacts° The general purpose concrete repair machine is eapable of ct•tt•g 



a hole with squaresides and flat bottom aslarge as 4' (1.219 m),by 4 (1.21,9 m) by 4" 
(101.6 mm) in depth.. Such large holes, in most cases• are not practicable, therefore• 
the machine,is designed so that hole sizes may be reduced by 4 1/2" (114.3 mm) incre- 
ments each time a cutting head is shut off° The other dimension is adjustable in 6" 
(152.4 mm) increments by stops on the frame :of the machine° The depth of the hole 
was determined by measurement and when the proper depth was reached the machine 
was cut off. As may be supposed, a large number of hole sizes are possible. Figure 4 
shows the general purpose machine cutting a hole. The technical and physical charac- 
teristics of the machine are given in Table 1o 

Figure.4. General purpose concrete repair machine in a hole cutting operation. 

In addition to the general purposemachine, a smaller machine designed exclusively 
for hole cutting was used. It required a 250 cubic feet ('7. 078 m3) per minute at 100 psi 
(689.48 kl•a) compressor. Its operate.on is similar to that of the larger machine although 
it has,only four cutting heads and can cut a maximum size hole of only 1.5' (o 46 m) by 2' 
(. 61 m). Like the•larger machine, •ts hole cutting dimensions can be adjusted by taking 
cutting heads out of action. Where the larger machine is self-propelled the smaller one 
is not, which is a disadvantage because its weight is too great to• allow ease of move- 
ment and setup by hand by-the operator. In T•ble 1 all of the data under cutting heads, 
except the width of cut and the footnotes are applicable to the smaller machine. Figure 5 
is a rear view of the smaller machine with the four cutting heads visible. Figure 6 shows 
the machine in operation. Figure 7 shows a hole prepared for patching. 



Table 1o Technical details of Klarcrete general purpose 
•concrete repair machine° (From reference 2o 

Item Value 

Overall length 

Length without tiller 

Width 

Overall height 

Weight 
a Power required• compressed air 

Cutting heads b 

Diameter 

Distance between heads 

Air consumption per head 

14 fto (4.27 m) 

10 fro 4°5 ino (3o16 m) 

7 fro 6ino (2o29 m) 

4 rio 6ino (io37 m) 

4• 000 lbo (1800 kg) 

600 cfm at 100 psi (0°28 m3/s 
at 689 kPa) 

2 1/4 ino (57o15 mm) 

2 i/4 ino (57.15 mm) 
3 30-35 cfm at i00 psi (0o 014-0. 017 m /s 

at 689 kPa) 

Life i00 hours •: 25 

Strokes per minute 

Maximum cutting depth 

Accuracy 

Width of cut 

I•500 

4 ino (102 mm) 

:• I/8 ino (•:3o 18 mm) 

4o5 to 49o5 ino (0o114to Io26 m) 

aThe Klarcrete machine is pneumatically and hydraulically operated and pneumatically 
controlled on a sequential system. 

bThere 
arell tungsten carbide cutting heads• composed of a motor and a head; each head 

(except the first one) can be controlled individually° The c•tting face is made •p of 6 tips 
intersecting in the center of the head at 60 degrees. Depth of the cut depends on forward 
speed of the machineo 



Figure 5. Rear view of small hole cutting machine with cutting heads visible. 

Figure 6. Small machine in hole cutting operation. 



Figure 7. Hole prepared for precast patching, 

The .epoxy used meets AASHT• standard M200-65o The formulation consisted of 

adding 1/2 gallon:(lo 89.,•) of catalyst to 1 gallon (3° 7854,,•) of resin and m•xing thoroughly 
for 3 minutes or more. Sand was then mixed with the epoxy until it reached the desired 
consistency° The ratio was approximately 5 to 10 parts sand to 1 part epoxy° A total 
of 56 gallons (211.98,•) were used, 52 from the United States and 4 from England. The 

epoxy from the Uo No appeared to do a good lob bt•t a disadvantage was that it needed 3 

hours at road temperatures (100°F • 14OF) (37° 8°C =• 10°C) to cure sufficiently to allow 

traffic on patches. The epoxy shipped from England cured s•fficiently in 30 min•teSo 

EXPERIMENTS ON ROUTE 44 

On patch number one, because of the configuration of the deteriorated concrete• 
1' x 10' (0o 3048m x 3o 048m)• it became obvious that it wot•ld not be possible to adhere 

to the patch s•zes designated in Table 2. The decision was made to remove only the 
deteriorated concrete and saw the slabs if necessary. This procedt•re had an added advan- 

tage in that the smaller machine could be kept operating• since it is limited i.n the size 



Table 2. Quantities specified in contract for experiment. 
Basic conversion •nits 1• = 25.4 mm; 1 ft 2 = O. 09 m 

2 

Route 44 Pavement Repairs WBL 
From: Parks Average 
To: 3.0Miles West of :Parks Avenue 

ITEMS 

Removal Pavement 2 •' Depth 

Removal :Pavement 4 •' Depth 

Removal l•avement 2 •, & 4 •, Depth 

Partial-depth Patch 4' x 6' x2 • 

Partial-depth Patch 3' x 4' x 4 • 

Partial-depth Patch 2' x2' x 4 • 

Partial-depth l•atch I' x. 4' x2 • 

Partial-depth l•atch 4" x 3" x 2 '• 

Partial-depth Patch 2' x:2' x 2 •' 

Partial-depth Patch i' x2' x 2" 

Wirand Patch-- Installation (2•x 2' x.2 •,) 

Wirand Patch--Installation (I' x2' x2") 

Cast-ln-Place Joint Spall and Pavement Spall Repair 

QUANTITY 
408 ft 2-- 

20 ft 2 

150 ft 2 

10 

25 

10 

10 

10 

150 ft 2 



hole •it can cut and otherwise could have been used in the preparation of only 21 holes° 

The experiment was performed in15 working days during June 1974• during which 

a total of 90 patches were placed° For the holes for some patches• such as patch number 
one(see Figure 8), the cutting machines had to be r.epositioned several times° For others 
only one setup was necessary (see Figure 7}o It was found repositioning the machine great- 
ly increased the time necessary for .cutting a hole; in fact• almost as :mt•ch time was re- 

quired to set up and adjust for the .cutting operation as was required to cut the hole. In 

many cases, however• more than one setup was-necessary and more than one slab was 

needed to fill the hole see Figure 9)o. When a slab of a not available size was needed it 

was sawed from a larger slab as shown in Figure 10o 

Figure 8, Hole Number I after cutting and cleaning. 
repositioned three times to cut this hole. 

The cutting machine had to be 

The handwork necessary in preparing, the.holes.consisted of removing the steel, mesh 
with a small hand tool as shown in Figure 11, which resulted in. the grid-like pattern in 
Figure 12, and removing small amot•nts of concrete at the few joints that had bad concrete 
below the level ct•t by the machine° Figt•re 13 shows a hole from which concrete along the 
joint had to be removed by hand, In cases such as this the crack was filled with epoxy gro•t 
up to the level oftSe r•mainder of the hole and the p•.tdh wa• instaIled i• the n0rm•al manner° 
Aftera hole was prepared for patching .it .was :sounded to make certain all deteriorated con- 

crete had been removed° 



Figure 9. l•atched area requiring more than one slab. 

Figure 10. Precast slab being sawed to proper dimension. 



Figure 11. Steel mesh being removed from hole with hand tool. 

Figure 12. Grid pattern left after removal of steel mesh. 



Figure 13. Hole from which deteriorated concrete along joint had to be removed 
with hand tool. 

Since all hole depths were approximately 2.5" (63.5 mm) and the slabs were 2" 
(50.8 mm) thick, a 0.50" (12.7 mm) layer of epoxy grout was necessary to bring the patch 
up to the level of the surrouading pavement. The width of epoxy around the slab depended 
upon the accuracy of the cut of the hole and the slab. However, the variance was from a high of 2.75" (69.85 mm) to a low of 0.50" (12.7 mm)o Figure 14 shows crack widths for 
a typical patch. There .is no doubt that with more exact control of h•le configuratio• and 
slab size less epoxy would have been necessary; however, other than the slight wastage of 
material no harm seems to have been done. Figure 15 shows two patches, oue in which two 
slabs have been installed and a second in which the epoxy grout has been placed in the hole. 
Note that the bottom of the slab to be installed has been painted with epoxy° Experience 
seems to show that the painting improves the bond. Figure 16 gi•es a better perspective 
of the .epoxy grout in the bottom of the slab. In installing the slabs a slight excess of epoxs• 
was forced up along the cracks. The excess was trowelled off and the pa•ch finished. To 
determine that a good bond had been obtained between the patch and old concrete each pre- 
cast patch was sounded after the epoxy had cured. 
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Figu. re 15. View of two patches, one with two slabs in place, and a second with 
the epoxy grout in the hole. Note the back of the slab to be installed 
has been painted with epoxy. 

Figure 16. Half finished patch showing epoxy grout in right-hand portion of hole. 



Table 3 is a summary of the precast patches installed. Included in the installation 
time is the time required for moving and positioning the machine, cutting the hole• and 
mixing the epoxy and: se•..•ng:the slahs.,. Fi•om the table it may be observed that the smaller 
patches required approximately one hour to install. With larger• more complicated patches 
for which the machine had to be repositioned the times increased dramatically. The aver- 

age times for the operations involved are shown in Table 4. 

Table 3. Summary of precast patches installed. 

Number 
, 

Average Total Total 
o f Patches Size Installa•io n Area Time 

Time 

ft •2 
1 i' x I' 56 min. 1 56 min. 

15 1 x 2 61 min. 3 0 ft 2 915 min. 

1 i' x 7' 146 min. 7 ft 2 146 min. 

1 i' x 10' 220 mi•. 10 ft 2 220 min. 

14 I. 5' x 2' 61 min. 42 ft 2 854 min. 

1 1.5' x 3' ll2•min. 4.5 ftZ i•[2 min. 

1 1.5' x 4' 102. min. 6 ft 2 102 min. 

14 2' x 2' 72 min. 56 fi 
2 1• 008 rain. 

14 2' x 3' 87 min. 84 ft 2 l, 218 min. 

5 2 x 4' 92 min. 40 ft 2 460 min. 

1 3' x 4' 133 min. 12 f•2 133 min. 

68 292.5 fl 2 5,224 rain. 
= 88 hours 

*Each at 2" thickness 
1 ft. .3m 
1 ft2 .093m 2 

Table 4. Average t}mes for patching operations 

Ope ratio n M inute s P erc entag e 

Machine set up time 17.4 23 
Hole cutting time 41.6 54 
Mixing epoxy and installing 17.8 23 

patch 
Total 76.5 100 

2 As shown in Table 3 a total of 292.5 square feet (27.5 m of precast patches were 
installed in 88 hours. 



Table 5 is a summary of the cast-in-place patclhin•. Twenty-two patches totaling 
101.5 square feet (9.43m 2) 

were installed. All patches were 2" (50.8 mm) in depth and 
in all except two the wet concrete was Vibrated. For cast-in-place concrete this type of 
hole preparation is too elaborate and time-consuming. 

Table 5. Summary of cast-in-place patching. 

Average Time 
Number Per Patch: Total Total 

of Patches Patch Size (Min.) Area Time 

2 l'x2' 87 4 ft 2 174 mino 

6 l'x 1.5' 44.17 9 ft 2 265 mi•. 

1 l'x 2.5' 38 2.5 ft 2 38 min. 

6 1.5' x2' 61 5 18 ft 2 369 min. 

1 2'x 2' 63 4 ft 2 63 min. 
1 2' x 3' 126 6 ft 2 126 min. 

2 2'x 4' 68.5 16 ft 2 137 min. 

1 2'x 6' 201 12 ft 2 201 min. 
1 3' x 4' 74 12 ft 2 74 min. 
1 3'x 6' 137 18ft 2 137 min. 

*Each at 2.5" thickness 101.5 ft 2 158-4. mir•' 
= 

8 hours curing time 26.4 hours 
All patches vibrated, except patches 54 (2' x 6') & 55 (2' x2') 
1ft. =.3m 
1 ft2= .093 m 

2 

Table A-1 of the Appendix is a comprehensivei:summary of data for the experiment.. 

PROBLEMS ENCO UNTERED 

Equipment 

In the first two weeks of the project extensive machine failures occurred that 
extended the job. The small machine, which had been stored in the contractor's equip- 
ment yard for the winter, malfunctioned after cutting only 1 hole and was down for four 
working days unfil th•,probl• Was dfag•osed •• :• 



The general purpose machine came to •he job i• a very worn state and was 
found not to be c•tt•ng the holes to the proper dimensio•So After operating o• a reduced 
basis for five working da•s it was •aken out of service for two working days for overhaul. 
The overhaul entailed p•tting all new c•tt•ag heads (11) a•d g•ide rollers o• the ihammer 
carriage. After this maintenance was performed no more •u.ipment problems were 
experienced d•r•ng the project. 

Materials 

Not enough epoxy was stockpiled at the site to complete the precast patching• a•d 
when it was used the operati6n had to be s•spended f0r se%•eral days wh•le awaiting a 

new supply. 

RESULTS 

The two Klarcrete machines used to cut the holes functioned weIl after •the pre- 
viously noted maintenance was performed. All holes were. cut to a 2.5" (63° 5 mm) 
depth and the steel mesh in the paveme•t occurred most often at approximately that 
depth. The machines-would ao• remgve the steel mesh but it presented no problems 
in removal with a hand toolo The capability of the machines to cut a 4" (•0•o • mm) 
depth was not determined. Of the 90 holes cut (•8 for precast• 22 for cast-in-place) 
none required a depth-greater than. 2o 5" (63° 5 mm)• although on a few• less than ten• 
a small amount of deteriorated concrete below that level was taken o•t with a hand 
tool. 

The best combination of men and machines for prod•ction w•th what was avail- 
able during the experiment consisted of one operator for each machine and three men 
to mix the epoxy and install the patches• with one of these assisting the machine oper- 
ators when needed. When operating at an optimum• the two machines were barely 
able to keep ahead of the crew installing the patches. 

On this first partial-depth precast concrete patching project •n the United States• 
many pitfalls common to new methods were encountered. Two such pitfalls were cast- 
ing three or four sizes of precast slabs with the belief •hat they would take care of all 
situations and casting the slabs in e•en increme•ts of feet and i•.ches, for which the 
machines were not always capable of cutting proper size holes. For example• the four 
heads on the small machine each cut 4. •" (X14.3 mm) for a total of 18" (457, 2 mm), 
Since the slabs were cast exactly 18" they d•dn't f•t because al least a 25" (6° 25 mm) 
crack must be left on each side for epoxy. The same thing happened when patching with 
slabs cast 2' (0.6096 m) in one dimension° The general purpose machine with five cutting 
heads operating.cuts a width 22° 5" (o 57 m) and with six heads operating 27" (. 686 m)• 
neither of which matche.s the 2' (0o 6096 m) d•mension. This necess•taied the cutting of 
slabs to fit the holes in certain cases. 

The 22 cast-in-place patches were all v•brated with the •xceptioa of two. The 
bottoms and sides of the holes were pai•ted with a slurry of the patching mater•al t,o 



enhance bonding between the old and new concrete. A curing membrane was sprayed on 
the patches and the finished product was a very professional job. However• hole prepar- 
ation with the Klarcrete machines ,is too time-consuming and sophisticated to make it 
practical for this type of patching. 

In summation• it can be said that the precast patching was successful but more developmental work in the form of field projects such as this one is necessary to ir•crease 
production.. Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 are examples of the holes cut and the precast 
patches placed during this project. 

Figure 17. l•atch•Number 48 showing the finished hole and the completed patch. 
'The dimensions of the slab are 24" x 34" and the hole 25" x 35". 
Basic conversion unit: I" = 

25.4 ram. 



Figure 18. Patch Number 82 showing the finished hole and the completed patch. 
The hole is 51 • in length and 26 • wide. The slabs are each 2 x 2 •. 
Basic conversion unit: 1 • = 25.4 mm. 



Figure 19. l•atch Number 33 showing the finished hole and the patch installed. 
l•atch size is 1 x 2 and the hole size is 13.5•x 25 •. Basic con- 
version unit: 1 • -- 25.4 mm. 



Figure 20. Patches Number 87 and 88 showing the holes after cleaning and the 
completed patches. The patches are 25"x 17" and the holes are 
24.5"x 18". Basic conversion unit: 1" -- 25.4 mm. 



I•I•NNED EVALUATI{•N 

At this writing not enough time has elapsed to gain any meaningful data on the 
durability of the patches placed during:the experiment° However• two precast patches 
were placed on 1-95 in Emporia,• Virginia, ,in the.summer of 1973 in a demonstrati•on 
and they haveproven durable so far. 

When the patching operations were, under way, .a sketch was made of each hole 
showing all of the dimensions• irregularities and any other information thought to be 
important. Also a sketch was made of each patch showing the dimensions of the cracks 
between the slab and surrounding concrete (refer to Figure 14)o In addition• a photo- graph was ,taken of each hole to show areas•next to the ioint where additional bad con- 
crete had been removed and which would require backfilling with epoxy gro•t to bring 
them up to patching level. A photograph was also taken of the finished patch° 

Figures A-I through A-3 of the Appendix•are examples of the completed data 
forms. Such forms were prepared for all patches. With these data and the information 
on the epoxy it slm•uld l• possible to diagnose the causes of any failures that occ•ro Figtir•e A=4of the AppendLx is a road log showing the locatiorl of each pa•ch so that s•r- 
veys may be made at two- month intervals. 

•Any recipients of this report who travel in.the-area where,the precast patches 
were placed are invited to go by and inspect them. Shot•ld a failure be noted• •t wo•ld 
be a•preciated if you •v uld notify the author° 

A report setting forth the findings•will be written within a three-year period° 

C{•ST C•:MPAR• N 

The following figures reflect only the cost where the contractor removed the 
deteriorated concrete and supplied the precast slabso No cost data are given for the 
Wirand or east-in-place patehing. The total e•st for-2•6 square feet (21o 926 m 

2) of 
precast patching was :$5900,• for a cost of $25 per square foot (o 0929 m 

2) On a east- in-place project in the eastbound lanes, not included in the.experiment• the cost per 
square foot was $29.80. This is probably not a true cost comparison and it is antici- pated that the contractor will have to adjust his cost= figures in the Nture. 

CO•NCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions were derived from the experiment 

1. Precast concrete patching is feasible, 
2. The,Klarcrete machines used to cut the holes did a creditable job. 



3. Although the. installation of partial-depth precast patches was deemed sue-, 

cessful, more projects are.needed in the 300-500 square feet (27.87 46.5 m 
2) rang• 

to develop a methodology for increasing output. 
4. Although the epoxy obtained from the United States sourcesmet AASHTO 

standards and apparently worked well, the three-hour c•ri•ng time was-excessive and 
defeated on• of the purposes of the experiment,. However, the four gallons (15. 142,•) 
shipped from England cured quickly enough to allow traffic on the patches in 30 minutes.• 
which proves that rapid opening to traffic is possi.ble. 

5. The most effici6nt makeup of men and machi•.es was one operator for each 
machine and a patching crew of three men, one of whom assisted the machine operators 
when necessary° The two machines kept one patching crew b•sy. 

6. Precast concrete •patching projects should have a bench, type masonry saw 

on the job site capable of sawing precast slabs to exact dimensions. It is not practical 
to tryto cast all of the different size slabs that may be needed. 

project. 

The steel mesh in the pavement d•d not cause a problem in precast patching. 
Adequate supplies •of materials should be stockpiled prior to beginning the 

9. To assure a neat job a canvas covering should be spread on the road surface 
where epoxy is beh•g mixed to catch the drippings. 

10. Preparativn of holes by.the Klarcrete machines to exact dimensions for cast:- 
in-place concrete patching is an t•nnecessary sophistication. 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. On future partial-depth concrete repair jobs the contractor should be 
the option of repairs by precast methods or conventional cast-in-place methods. If the 
precast patches prove far superior in durability to cast-in-place patches and are eco•_om- 
ically justifiable they shouId be recommended; however• it will take some time to complete 
the durability phase of the study. 

Other factors that should be considered in recommending precast patching 
over conventional patching are: 

A. The,time,element patching and reopening to traffic almost 
immediately. 

Safety facto r o f having barricaded .lanes for shorter periods 
,of time. 

C.. Motorist comfort and convenience. 

2. Deterioration of concrete happens o•er a,period of years and repairs are not 
usually performed until the pavement is ready for a major ,repair job as the Department 
does very little permanent repairs of concrete pavement by state forces. The precast 
method lends itself well to repairing spalled areas as they oceur and the casting of 
precast slabs isrelatively simple. The •Department may wish to considerbuying a 
machine after further development ofthe method. Advantages that would accrue to the 
Department would be pavements with few or no spalled areas• ability to patch areas in 
off-traffic hours and immediately release to traffic,, and the,possibility of avoiding some 
•large repair,contracts ,that tie up roads ,for months. 
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APPENDIX 





Figure A-1 
Dat a Form for Precast Patching Experiment 

Route 44 V•rginia Beach, Vir_ginia 

(1 Form for Each Patch) 

Data Recorder 

Date 

Patch Number 

Route Number 

Location. Lane /• •/a/q Direction 

Description of Location 

Condition of the Pavement. (check one) Wet 

Hole Cutting Information 

Dimension of Hole: Length(inches) •. Width (inches) 2 •" Depth (inches)_. 
Length of Time to Cut Hole (minutes). •. •e•/•, •,,/• 2.'•, •p,'o?• 

Check Following. 
• •2 

Hole Cleaned •P /o • ;• 
Level of •ttom of Hole Checked 
If •ttom of Hole not •vel Degrees Off •vel 

Pho•graph Taken-(check) • Photographer • •Z/•• First 

Was Klarcrete machine able to remove wire mesh: Yes No / Did not penetrate 
deep enough to come in contact wit•. If •swer is no, how long did it take to 

roll the machine off the hole, cut the wire out and reposition (minutes) /p 

Patch Installation Information 

Type of Cementing Material Used •T• •f#,/•,/ compline. •'c'•;/'• '• c•¢••f.. •fff •//O /4 2oo • •'• 

Size of Patch. Length (inches) •44,•Width (inches) 2,•. Depth (inches) Z 

Length of Time to Install Patch (minutes) 
Patch Leveled with Surrounding Pavement. Yes ,,,•, No 

Second Photograph taken with Patch Number Showing: (check) •/ 
Photographer •, •'•o•/ 
Total length of time to install patch (length of time for cutting hole + length of time for 

placing patch 

Over 



Draw sketch of patch including all dimensions especially interested in crack width 
between patch and surrounding pavement. 

Z# 

C. L E t• Ilt E • 



Figure A-2 
Dat.a Form for Precast .Patching Experiment Route_•4 Virginia Beach, Virginia 

(I Form for Each Patch) 

Data Recorder 

Date, •C)•• 
Temperature 

Patch Number 

Route Number 

Location" Lane 

Locational Informat|on 

Direction 

Description of Location •?•" 

Condition of the Pavement. (check one) Wet. Dry 

Hole Cutting Information 

Dimension of Hole: Length(inches),•• Width (inches) •c- Depth (inches), • 
Length of Time to Cut Hole (minutes) ll•l • EO• /''/• 2"• 

Check Following •3 •/• •/o ,,,•/.2.z,.,•',-•-,,.,7" /.'/¢..- ;.'zoj/.' •,•-/.' • 

Hole Cleaned •" 
• Level of Bottom of Hole Checked • 

If Bottom of Hole not Level Degrees Off Level 

First Photograph Taken- (check) • Photographer •-', •/•/c 
#o 77- 

Was Klarcrete machine able to remove wire mesh: Yes No.. •/Dld not penetrate 
deep enough to come in contact with. If answer is no, how long did it take to 

roll the machine off the hole, cut the wire out • ....... •-'_t'-- (minutes) /•) 

Patch Installation Information 

Type of Cementing Material 
Us'e•-•-•dDc.tsT•/o¢ C0,'7"7",','0• •,•'• .••,•,"/0 

Size of Patch: Length(inches! ,• Width 
(inches) •• / 

Depth(inches)_ 
Length of Time to Install Patch (minutes) •/ •-Y'•-'/• •/•.' 

Patch Leveled with Surrounding Pavement- Yes 
•_, No• 

Second Photograph taken with Patch Number Showing: (check) 
Photographer •. •/•/c •0 •7 

Total length of time to install patch (length of time for cutting hole + length of time f•r 
placing patch //.• 

Over 



Draw of patch including all d especially interested in c rack width 
between patch and surrounding pavement. 

CLE A N E.D 



Figure A-3 
Data Form for Pre.cast Patching •xperiment 

Route '".•4• Virginia Beach, Virginia 

(1 Form for Each Patch) 

Locational Information 

Patch Number 
#• 

R•ute Number 
")-•/•'/" 

Description of Location •.•..,•, /•(/•f" 
or 

r •• .f •e•/•••••.e f 
•o• •••• •• 

Condition of the Paveme•. (check one) Wet D• • ••//. • 

Hole Cutting Information 

Dimension of Hole: Length(inches). •(• Width (inches) 257,• Depth (Inches) 
Length of Time to Cut Hole (minutes) •'•.• •-T-uI• : •.'q'O 
Check Following" 2 Z -• 3• •- Z 

•)77-/• 2.'o z 2: 

Hole Cleaned 
/f/•-•o / 

Level of l•ttom of Hole Checked 
If Bottom of Hole not Level Degrees Off Level 

First Photograph Taken. (check)_ • :Photographer.,/•,.••, 
Was Klarcrete machine able to remove wire mesh. Yes 

., 
No • Did not penetrate 

deep enough to come in contact with If answer is no, how long did it take to 

roll the machine off the lmle. cut the wire out and repositi•n (minutes) • •'//• 

Patch Installation Information 

Type of Cementing Material 
Us'ed•o• ••'•r•.f••-• • ,•f•, •,,,• •" 

Size of Patch: Length (inches) •,• Width (tnches) • •/ Depth (inches) •_• 
Length of Time to Install Patch (minutes.) /'•f /.•.'5-I-'- /'.'In 

Patch Leveled with Surrounding Pavement. Yes ••, No 

•co•d Pictograph taken with Patch l•mber Showing: (cheek) ••... 
Photographer •, •/•, 

• 
• • 

Total length of time to install patch (length of time for cutting hole + length of .time for 

plac ing patc h •• 

A-5 Over 



Draw sketch of patch including all dimensions especially interested in crack width 
•rg•J: between patch and surrounding pavement. 

// 



Joint 

FIGURE A-4 

LOCATIONAL IX)G I•R PRECAST PATCHING 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 
BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE JUNE 26, 1974 

10 Located in front of closed off 
road in park; mp. 12.07; SN 
10; 1' 2' (.3mx .61m) 

Located in front of closed off 
road in pari•, mp, 12.07; SN 
10; 1.5' 2' (.45m .61m) 

25 feet east "Speed Checked By 
Radar" sign; mp. 12.11; SN 7; 
2' 2' (. 61m 91m) 

25 feet east "Speed Checked By 
Radar" sign; mp. 12.11; SN 7; 
2' 2' (. 61m 61m) 

100 feet east "Speed Checked By 
Radar" sign; mp. 12.12; SN 7; 
2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 
100 feet east "Speed Checked By 
Radar" sign; mp. 12.12; SN 6; 
2' 2' (. 61m 61m) 

300 feet west of Park St. rap. 
12.14; SN 4; 1' 2' 3m x. 61m) 

250 feet west of Park St. mp. 
12.16; SN 3; 1' 10' (. 3m 3m) 

 
Wirand 

2O 

19 

18 

17 

Just past Rt. 44 & Expressway 
signs; mp. 11.96; SN 20; 2' 3' 
61m 91m) 

14 

Just past Rt. 44 & Expressway 
signs; rap. 11, 9•; SN 19; 
3m 61m) 

Directly opposite Rt. 44 & Va. 
Beach Expressway signs; mp. 
11.97; SN 18; 1' 2' 3m 61m) 

60 feet east Rt. 44 west & Va. 
Beach Expressway signs; mp. 
11.99; SN 17; 1' 2' (. 3m 61m) 

16 
f• 150 feet east Rt. 44 west & Va. 

Beach Expressway signs; rap. 12.00; 
SN 16; 1' 2' 3m 61m) 

150 feet east end of guardrail, 
Birdneck Road overpass; mp 12, 02; 
SN 14; 2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

270 feet east end of guardrail, 
overpass; rap. 04; Birdneck Road 12. 

SN 12; 1' 2' (. 3m 61m} 

 Same patch 5; 2' 2' 61m 
.61n• 

Q 75 feet west closed of road in park; 
mp. 12.06 Slab 12; l'x 2' 3m 
.61m) 

PAt•K STKEET mp 12.19 



FIGURE A-4 continued 

Joint 

3O 

29 

27 

26 

25 

24 

22 

LOCATI)NAL LOG POR PRECAST PATCHING 
RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXI•.RESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 

BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE4- JUNE 26, 1974 

240 feet east of Rt. 64 & Norfolk 
mileage sign; mp. 11.84; SN 30; 
2' 3' {. 61m 91m} 
Same as patch 23 1' x2' (.3rex 
61m) 

300 feet east of Rt. 64 & Norfolk 
mileage sign; mp. 11.85; SN 28; 
1' 2' (.3mx .61m) 

510 feet west of Rt. 44 & Va. 
Beach-Norfolk Expressway 
west sign; mp. 1i. 87; SN 26; 
1' 2' (. 3m 61m) 

• 
Wirand 

Polymer 
In•ected 

4O 

39. 

36 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

East end of Birdneck bridge. 
overpass; mp. 11.71; SN 39; 
1' (. 3m 2. lm) 

60 feet east end of bridge; Bird- 
neck overpass; rap. 11.71; SN 
39; 3' 4' (. 91m 1.2m) 

150 feet east end of bridge; Birdneck 
overpass; mp. 11.74; SN 37; r 11 
(. 3m 3m) 

60 feet east of Rt. 64 & Norfolk 
mileage signs; mp. 11.80; SN 33; 
1' 2' 3m 61m) 

Same patch 26; 1.5' 2' (. 45m 
.61m) 

60 feet east of Rt. 64 & Norfolk 
mileage signs, rap. 11.80; SN 32; 
1.5' 4' (.45m 1.2m) 

120 feet east Rt. 64 & Norfolk 
mileage signs; mp. 11.81; SN 31; 
2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 



FIGURE A-4 continued 
LOCATIONAL LOG FOR PRECAST PATCBING 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK F-JfPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 
BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE JUNE 26, 1974 

Jomt 

•@ 

5O 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

50 feet west of "No Turns" sign, 
Birdneck Road entrance ramp; 
rap. 11.54; SN 50; 2' 3' (. 61m 
91m) 

Opposite "No Turns" sign, Bird- 
neck Road entrance ramp; mp. 
11.55; SN50; 1.5'x 2' (.45mx 
.61m) 

Opposite storm drain at end of 
guardrail, traffic side, Bird- 
neck entrance ramp; mp. 11.56; 
SN48; 1.5' 2' (.45m .61m) 

130 feet east of "No Turns" sign, 
Birdneck Road entrance ramp; 
rap. 11.56; SN 48; 2' 3' (. 61m 
91m) 

130 feet east of "No Turns" sign, 
Birdneck Road entrance ramp; mp. 
11.56; SN 47; 1.5' 2' (. 45m 
61m) 

70 feet east of '•Ierglng Traffic" 
signs, west of Birdneck inter- 
change; mp. 11.62; SN 42; 1.5'x 
3' (.45m .91m) 

Wirand 

l•olyme 
Injected 

6O 

59 

58 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 

52 

51 

120 feet west of entrance ramp 
Birdneck Road; rap. 11.46; SN •8; 
2' 4' (. 61m 1.2m) 

Same patch 41; SN 57; 2' 
4' (. 61m 1.2m) 

Opposite storm sewer at end 
of entrance ramp Birdneck 
Road; rap. 11.48; SN56; 1.5'x 
2' (. 45m 61m) 
Same patch 34; 1' 2 
(.3mx .61m) 

Same patch 34; SN 55; 
1.5' 2' (. 45m 61m) 

mp II. 64 



FIGURE A-4 continued 

Joint # 

IDCATK)NAL IDG I•OR PRECAST PATCHING 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 
BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COIDNIAL ROAD 

JUNE 4 JUNE 26, 1974 

7O 

69 

120 feet west end of acceler- 
ation lane, 120 feet west drain 
culvert; mp. 11.33; SN 69; 1' 
2' (.3mx .61m) 

68 (• 120 feet west of storm 
opposite Birdneck Rd. exit sign, 
eastbound lane; mp. 11.33; SN 68; 
2' 6' (. 61m 1.8m) (• End of acceleration lane, Bird- 
neck Interchange, acceleration 
lane; rap. 11.34; SN 67; 2' 2' 
(. 61m 61m) @ Same patch 53; in traffic 67 
lane --•@ 

50 feet east end of acceleration 
lane, Birdneck Rd. interchange; 
mp. 11.35; SN 67; 1.5' 2' 
(. 45m 61m) 

Same location patch 51; SN 66; 
66 1.5' 2' (. 45m 61m) 

•/•-& Same as patch 50; 
2' 2' (. 61m 61m) 

63 

 150 feet east end of 
acceleration lane; 
Birdneck interchauge; 
mp. 11.37; SN 66; 
2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

Same location as patch 
48; SN 65; 2' 2' (. 61m 
.61m) 

 200 feet east end acceleration 
lane, Birdneck interchange; 
mp. 11.38; SN 64; 2' X 3' 
(. 61m 91m) 
Same patch 46, in accelera- 
tion lane; 1.5' 2' (.45m 
.61m) 

360 feet west of Gore acceleration 
ramp from Birdneck Rd. rap. 11.4(• 
SN 64; 2' 3' (.61m 91m) 

Same location as patch 44; SN 63; 
1' 2' (. 3m 61m) 

62 

420 feet west of beginning of acceler- 
ation lane Birdneck Rd. rap. •11.39; 
SN 64; 3' 6' (. 91m 1.8m) 

360 feet west beginning of accelera- 
tion lane, Birdnec k interchange; mp. 
11.40; SN 63; 2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

61 

300 feet west of Gore acceleration 
lane, Birdneck Rd. ;'mp. 11.42; 
SN 61; 2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

Embeco 

Polymer 
Injected 

A-10 

8O 

76 

75 

73 

72 

71 

Same location patch 71; SN 
77; 1.5' 1' (. 45m 3m) 

Same patch 71; 1.5' 
(. 45m x. 3m) 

20 feet • of "l•. 44 We•t" .ig'n 
Just before Gr•at Neck Creek 
Bridge; rap. 11.26; SN 76; 2' 4' 
(. 61m 1.2m) 

150 feet east "Rt. 44 West" sign; 
mp. 11.28; SN 75; 4' (. 91m 
1.2m) 

Same location patch 57; SN 74; 
1.5' 2' (.45mx .61m) 

Same patch 72; 2' 2' 
(. 61m 61m) 

540 feet east of Great Neck Creek 
Bridge; mp. 11.28; SN 72; 1' 2' 
(. 3m 61m) 



FIGURE A-4 continued 

Jo• # 

9O 

89 

88 

86 

85 

84 

83 

82 

81 

LOCATI)NAL LOG FOR PRECAST PATCHING 
RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 

BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE 4 JUNE 26, 19'/4 

30 feet west of speed limit sign west 
of Great Neck Creek & across from 
Exit sign; rap. 11.06; SN 89; 
1.5' 2' (.45rex .61m) 
30 feet west of "Speed Limit 55" 
sign; mp. 11.08; SN 89; 1.5' 2' 
(. 45m 61m) 

240 feet west of bridge Great 
Neck Creek; rap. II. 13; SN84; 
1' 1.5' (.3rex .45m) 

English 
Epoxy 

I00 

99 

98 

9'/ 

96 

94 

93 

92 

91 

120 feet west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign, west Great Neck Creek; 
mp. 10.98; SN 99; 1' 1.5' 3m 
45m) 

60 feet west of overhead power lines, 
Just west of Great Neck Creek; rap. 
10.99; SN 99; 2' 4' (. 61m 1.2m) 

Same patch 75; l'x 1.5' (.3mx 
.45m) 

Same locat/on patch 74; SN 96; 
I. 5' (. 3m x. 45m) 

i00 feet east "Emergency 
Stopping Only" sign, west 
Great Neck Creek; II. mp. 02; 
SN 95; 2' 2' (. 61m 61m) 
Same as patch 74• I' 1.5' (.$mx .45s 

A-If 



FIGURE A-4 continued 
LOCATiONAL LOG FOR PRECAST PATCHING 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 
BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL BeAD 

JUNE 4 JUNE 26, 1974 

® 

•int 

110 

109 

108 

107 

106 

105 

104 

103 

102 

lOl 

540 feet west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; mp. 10.91; SN 107; 
2' x4' (.61rex 1.2m) 

Same location 84; SN 106; 
2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

420 feet west "Emergency 
Stopping Only" sign; mp. 10.93; 
SN 105; 2" 4' (. 61m 1.2ra) 

Same location patch 82; SN 104; 
2' 3' (. 61m 91m) 

300 feet west of overhead power 
lines Birdneck Rd., next 
exit sign; mp. 10. 95; SN 103; 
l'x 1.5' (,3rex .45m) 

240 feet west of "Emergency 
Stopping Only" sign and overhead 
power line; rap. 10.96; SN 101; 
1' 2.5' (.3mx .61m) 

 Wirand 

 
Embeco 

120 

119 

118 

117 

116 

114 

113 

112 

11__3 

1320 feet west of "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign, west of Great Neck Creek; 
rap. 10.72 SN 120; 2' 2' (.61rex .61m) 

1250 feet west of "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; rap. 10.73; SN 119; 2' 2' 
(. 61m 61 m) 

1180 feet west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; mp. 10. 75; SN 116; 
1.5' 2' (.45mx .61m) 

1100 feet west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; mp. 10.74; SN 116; 
1.5' 2' (.45m .61m) 

Same location patch 88; SN 115; 
1.5' 2' (.45m .61m) 

1000 fee• west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; mp. 10.76; SN 114; 
1' 2' (.3mx .61m) 

Same patch 86; 2' 2' (. 61m 61m) 

850 feet west "Emergency Stopping 
Only" sign; rap. 10.79; SN 111; 
1.5' 2' (.45m .61m) 

A-12 



FIGURE A-4 continued 
LOCATIONAL LOG FOR PRECAST PATCHING 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH I•RFOLK EXPRESSWAY (WESTBOUND) 
BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE 4 JUNE 26, 1974 

Joint 

130 

129 

128 

127 

126 

125 

124 

123 

122 

121 

1600 feet west "Emergency 
Stopping Only" sign west of 

• 
Great Neck Creek; rap. 10.68 
SN 124; 1' 2' (. 3m x. 61m) 

 
Wirand 

1440 feet west "Emergency •opping Only" 
sign; rap. 10.70; SN 122; 2' 2' (. 61m 
.61m) 

A-13 

149 

148 

147 

146 

145 

144 

143 

135 

134 

131 

 60 feet east first drain off culvert 
overpass of First Colonial Rd. 

rap. 10.41; SN 145; 2' 2' (. 61m 
61m) 



TABLE A-1 
NYlVlMARY OF DATA 

PRECAST PATCHING EXPERIMENT 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORI•OLK EXPRESSWAY 

BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY OF ,FIRST COLONIAL ROAD 

JUNE JUNE 26, 1974 

Patch Size  
Width Length 

In. In. 

12 .3012L 3.1 2.5 .06 12 .30 24 .611 30 
12 .30 23.5 60 

24.5 62 36 91 2.5 06 24 61 35.5 90 15 

Depth* Slab Size of Length of Time to Install Patch Type Type Surface Date Lane 

Machine Hole Mixing Epoxy 
Set Up Cutting and Installing Total Cementing 

In. In. 

25 63 36 9{• 08 24 61 36 90 15 
I8.5 .47 25 .62 2.5 .06 5.5 .21 23.5 60 30 

,12 .30 23.5 .60 

14 .36 24. .62 2.5 .06 [2 .30 23.5 60 30 
13 .331 24 .61 .08 t2 .30 •23 .58 17 
25 .63. 36 .9£ 2.5 .06 •.3.5 60 !34.5 88 30 

12.51 32 22 5• 2.5 06 12 30 22 •56 30 
13 33 22.• .5• 2.5 06 12 .30 22 .56 

10 12.5 .32 22..• .5• 2.5 06 12 30 23 58 10 
11 23.5 .60 35.[ .9£ 2.5 .06 22.51 .58 34 .86 30 

12 36 .91147 1.2 2.2•. 05 23 .58 35 .89 30 
13 13.5 35 24 .6] 2.5 06 12 .30 22 .56 30 
14 23 .58 25 .6• .08 22.5 .58 24 .61 
15 22 .56 23.[ .6( 2.5 06 21.5 55 24 .61 30 
16 13.5 35 25 .63 2.5 06 12 30 23.5 60 10 
17 23.5 60 25 .63 2.5 06 23 58 24 .61'1 
18 13 .33 22 56 2.5 06 12 .30 22 561 
19 23 .58 25 .64 2.5 06 22.5 57 24 .61 30 
20 25 .64 35 .89 2.2[ 05 24 .61 34 .86 30 
21 13.5 35 23 .58 2.2[ 05 [2 .30 22 .56 10 
22 113 .33 22.5 58 2.5 06 i2 .30 22 .56 30 
23 25 .64 36 .91 2.7[ 07 •4 .61 34.5 88 30 
24 18 .46 48.5 1.2 2.5 06 i7 .43 23.5 60 23 
25 18 .46 24 .61 2.5 06 [7 .43 23.5 60 
26 14.5 .37 25.5 65 2.5 06 [2 .30 24 .60 26 
27 12.5 31 13 .33 2.5 06 [2 .30 12 .30 20 
28 13 .33 87 2.2 2.5 .06 t2 .30 24 .60 39 

[2 .30 12 .30 
12 .30 24 .60 

• 
29 18. 47 24 61 2.5 06 17 .43 24 61 30 

30 18 46 25 64 2.5 06 17 .43 24 61 
31 25 .64 36 .9] 2.5 .06 24 .61 34.5 .88 25 
32 18 .46 24.[ .62 2.5 .06 17 .43 24 .61 
33 13.5 .35 24. .62 2.5 .06 12 30 24 .61 38 

34 18 .46 24.[ .62 2.5 .06 [7 .43 24 .61 

35 19 .48 25 .64 08 16 
36 25.5 .66 50 1.3 04 • 21 
37 19 .48 37.,' .94 2.5 06 [8 .46 .91 41 

38 18.5 .47 24.• .6• 2.5 .06 17 .43 24 .61 20 
39 24 .61 36.• .92 2.5 06 •.4 .61 36 .91 10 
40 25 .64 50 1.3 2.5 .06 24 .61 24 .61 20 
41 25.5 .65 49.• 1.3 2.5 .06 •.4 .61 24 .61 23 
42 25 .64 36 .9] 2.5 06 •4 ..61 34 .86 15 

43 14 .3625 .6• 2.5 .06 12 .3023 .58 

44 25 .64 36 .9] 2.5 .06 24 .61 34 .86 

•50 40 220 rain. **I•lustrial Wlrand 104°F 6/4 Traffic 
Coating 40°C 

25 20 60 mln. ***Hyd. !104°F(40oc) 6/4 
Pres 

82 31 128 min. 110°F(43°•C) 6/5 
19 10 59 min. 108OF(42•C) 6/4 

18 12 60 rain. 106°F(41_oc) 6/4 
18 16 51 rain. Wirand 108°F(42°_C) 6/6 

105 15 150 rain. Hyd. 99°F(37•C) 6/5 
Pres. 

17 12 59 min. 112°F(44oc) 6/6 
27 15 51 min. 112_°F(44°C) 6/6 
23 12 45 rain. Wlrand 110•F(43_°C) 6/6 
42 20 92 min. Hyd. 110°F(43°C) 6/6 

Pres. 
58 4,5 133 min. l10°F(43°C)i 6/6 
23 20 73 rain. 125OF(52°C)I 6/10 Passing 
34 22 64 min. 105°F(41°C) 6/10 
33 15 78 min. 111°F(44o_c) 6/10 
23 20 53 min. 120°F(49°C) 6/10 
35 25 66 rain. !120• F(49°C) 6/10 
17 11 •7 rain. 120•F(49oc) 6/10 
45 14 89 rain. '120°F(49°C) 6/10 
45 34 109 mln. 87°F(30°C) 6/11 
41 12 63 rain. 90°F(32°C) 6/11 
45 17 92 min. 102°F(39oc) 6/11 
41 15 86 min. 102°F(39°C) 6/11 
59 20 102 min. 100OF(38°•C) 6/12 
32 20 55 min. 116OF(47•C) 6/12 
39 71 min; Wirand 87°F(30°C) 6/12 
21 15 56 min. 104°F(40°C) 6/12 
87 23 146 rain. 

Polymer 
InJocted 

38 15 83 rain. Hyd. 83°F(28°C) 6/13 
Pres. 

49 15 70 rain. oF| 8,C) 6/13 
57 30 112 rain. 108oF(42•C)1 6/13 
32 10 49 min. 107^ F(42^C) 6/13 
33 76 min. Polymer 102UF(39UC) 6/13 

InJected 
43 10 62 min. Hyd. 102°F(39°C) 6/13 

Pres. 
45 10 71 rain. Emboco 104°F(40°•C) 6/20 
37 11 69 rain .... 104°^F(40:C) 6/20 
51 20 112 rain. Industrial Hyd. 88 F(31•C) 6/14 Traffic 

Coating Pres. 
3• 12 71 rain. 102•°F(39°•C) 6/14 
6• 25 104 min. 103•.F(39•C) 6/14 
67 30 117 min. 87•F(31,C) 6/17 ,' 

47 36 106 rain. Wirand 124•F(51•C) 6/14 
27 23 65 min. Hyd. 82•F(28•C) 6/17 

Pres. 
38 12 56 rain. Polymer 112°F(44°C) 6/17 

Injected 
26 25 59 min. Hyd. l12°F(44°C) 6/17 

Pr•s. 
29 15 56 min. 112°F(44°C) 6/18 Accel. 
35 18 75 min. 6/18 Traffic 
38 12 75 rain. 6/18 
30 13 50 min. 6/18 
33 13 61 min. 6/18 
26 37 min. 6/18 
31 10 56 min. 6/18 
38 53 min. 6/18 
38 57 110 min. 6/18 

141 34 201 rain. Embeco 6/18&19 Accel. 
38 15 63 min. 6/19 Traffic 
31 46 min. 110°F(43°C) 6/19 
45 15 74 rain. 6/19 
37 11 51 rain. 6/19 
32 11 56 rain. 6/19 
22 38 min. 6/19 
49 83 rain. 6/19 
15 48 mira 6/19 
15 48 min. 6/19 
28 53 rain. 6/19 
12 33 min. 6/19 

45 18 .46• 24.,• 6• 2.2• 05 16.5 .42 24 .61 12 
46 25.5.6536 .912.5.06 24 .6136 .91 22 

47 23.5 60 25. 6552. 06 22 56 25 63 25 

4•8 25 64 36 91 2.5 06 •4 61 34 86 
49 22.5 .57 25..' .65 2.5 .06 •2 .56 24 .61 15 
50 18 .46 24 .61 2.2. 05 [7 .43 24 .61 
51 19 .48 25 .64 2.7, .07 17 .43 •.4 .61 15 
52 24 .6126 .6• 2.5 .06 Z3 .58 .•3.5 .60 
53 24 .61 26 .6• 2.5 06 •3 .58 •.3.5 .60 15 
54 25.5 .65 72 1.8 2.5 06 26 
55 24 .61 26 .6( 2.5 .06 10 
56 19.5 .49 23. .6£ 05 
57 37 .94 50 1.3 05 14 
58 18 .46 25 .64 2.5 .06 
59 18 .46 25 64 2.5 06 13 
60 ,13.5 35 18 .4{ 2.7! 07 
61 19 .48 24.• .62 2.5 .06 25 
62 13.5 .35 21 .5.• .05 25 
63 13.5 .35 18.• .4• .05 25 
64 13 33 18 4• 05 17 
65 13 .33 19 .4• 2.5 .06 17 

*All precast patches cast at 2" thickness 
**Resin & Catalyst; Meets AASHO M 20065 

***Hydraulically Pressed 
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TABLE A-1 continued 
SlYMMARY O F DATA 

PRECAST PATCI-IING EXPERIMENT 

RT. 44 VA. BEACH NORFOLK EXPRESSWAY 

BETWEEN PARK STREET & VICINITY O F F]I:tST CO LONIAL ROAD 

JUNE JUNE 26, 1974 

Patch Size Depth* Sl•o Size of 
Slabs • Width Length •x••• 

In. In. In. Width 
Time 

66 13.5 .34 31.5 .79 2.5 06 
67 13.5 34 19 .48 2.5 06 
68 25 64 36.5 92:2.5 06 
69 37 94'76.5 1.9 2.5 06 
70 14.5 37 27 69 2.25 05 
71 26 66 49.5 1.3 2.5 06 
72 11.5 29 24.5 62 05 
73 19 48 27 .69 05 
74 25 64 28 .71 2.5 .06 

Length of Time to Install Patch 

Machine Hole Mixing Epoxy 
Length Set Up Cutting and Installing Total 

Time Patch 

12 
14 
15 
25 
23 
19 

24 
23 58 24 61 22 
1.. 04 24 .61 

.05 24 .61 

75 55 .64 '18.5 1.2 2.5 .06 24 .61 24 .61 14 
76 •2.5 57 25 64 2.5 06 22 56 24 61 14 
77 [9 48 25.5 65 2.5 06 17 43 24 61 10 

78 •4.5 63 27 69 2.5 .06 24 .61, 24 .61 20 
79 14.5 37 25 64 2.5 06 12 30124 61 19 
80 •4 .61 25 64' 2.5 .06 24 .61 24 .61 15 
81 •6 .66 36 .91 2.25 05 24 .61 34 .8E 17 

82 25 .64 50 2.5 .06 24 .61 24 .61 15 
83 25 .64 36.5 93 2.5 .06 24 .61 34 .8E 

84 25 .64 50.5 1.3 2.5 .06 24 .61 24 .61 
85 19.5 50 24 .61 .05 16. .42 23 .5• 

86 13 33 25 64 05 12 30 24 61 10 
87 18 .46 •4.5 .63 2.5 06 17. .45 ;24 .61 15 

88 18 46 14.5 63 2.5 06 16. .42 24 61 11 
89 24 61 25 64 2.5 06 23 58 24 61 11 
90 24 61 25 64 2.5 06 23 58 24 61 18 

Type Type Surface Date Lane 
Patch Temp. Installed 

38 min. 6/19 
45 min. 6/19 

126 min. 90•° F(32_°C} 6/20 Passing 
137 min ..... 110•F(43•.C)" 6/20 
95 min. •104u F(40VCI 6/20 
68 min. 6/20 
79 rain. 6/20 
62 min. 135°F(58°C 6/20 
85 min. Dupoxy Hyd. I06°F(42°C 6/21 

Pres. 

93 min. 
66 min. 
72 min. 

64 min. 
68 min. 
65 min. 
64 min. 

76 min. 
63 min. 

70 min. 
min. 

63 min. 
75 min. 

79 min. 
72 min. 
63 min. 

6/21 95°F(35°CI 6/25 Traffic 
Industrial 6/25 
Coating 

6/25 
Wirand 6/25 

6/25 
Hyd. 100°F(39°C) 6/26 Passing 

Pres. 
Wirand 6/26 
Hyd. 6/26 

Pres. 
Wirand 6/26 

Hyd. 6/26 
Pres. 
Wirand 98°F(38°C) 6/26 

Hyd. 6/26 
Pres. 

6/26 
Wirand 6/26 

6/26 
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